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T
he press (including this news-

paper) has been screaming blue

murder about the spectrum

scandal from the time it was perpe-

trated in broad daylight, nearly three

years ago. Not only did nothing hap-

pen, the man at the centre of the scan-

dal retained the telecom portfolio when

the second UPA government was sworn

in, last year. The story with the Adarsh

building scam was no different; there

were newspaper reports on the sub-

ject several years ago, even as it was

happening; again, no one took no-

tice and a 31-storey building went

up — again in broad daylight. As for

the third scandal to occupy the public

mind in recent weeks, the Common-

wealth Games, the press kept pointing

fingers for many months; yet those

in charge continued their merry way.

So what is it that has brought scams to

the boil suddenly, and caused power-

ful heads to roll? For an answer, go back

to Watergate and the early 1970s.

The Washington Postand The New

York Times went after the break-in

into the Democratic Party office in

Washington’s Watergate building,

and linked the burglars to the Nixon

campaign committee and the White

House. The Post reporters were sub-

sequently lionised in a film (All the

President’s Men). But if you think

that President Nixon was brought

down by just journalistic heroics, you

would be dead wrong, because re-

porters could only take the story up

to a point. Bringing down the US

president needed the combined ef-

forts of people empowered to sum-

mon witnesses and demand evidence

(like the incriminating tapes of pres-

idential conversations): Judge John

Sirica, Senate Committee Chairman

Sam Ervin, and Special Prosecutors

Archibald Cox and Leon Jaworski.

The parallels with current events

in India are obvious. What has got the

spectrum scam to boil over, and force

the resignation of Andimuthu Raja as

telecom minister, is the damning re-

port of the Comptroller and Auditor

General (CAG). What got the Or-

ganising Committee of the Games in-

to trouble was the concurrent audit of

expenditure by the CAG, ordered as

it happens by Mani Shankar Aiyar

when he was the sports minister;

the CAG reports confirmed, even

before the Games were held, that some-

thing was seriously amiss. The prime

minister himself is now in a spot be-

cause the court has asked some ques-

tions. In other words, however much

the media may bark, it usually has

no bite; that has to come from suitably

empowered institutions.

There is no shortage of scams in

India. Indeed, they unfold every day

— the Yeddyurappa land grab in Kar-

nataka; the collapse of an illegal build-

ing in the Capital and the bribe-taking

that permitted its construction; the re-

al estate hijack being scripted even as

one writes, by Delhi bureaucrats, leg-

islators and others who want to gift

themselves Games Village flats at less

than market rates… It is easy to re-

spond to all this with a resigned shrug

of the shoulders (corruption is every-

where, the coalition has to survive,

etc.), and ignore media reports that act

as warning shots. But as the prime min-

ister must now know, that can be a

dangerous course.

The purposeful response has to be

to work for systemic solutions to

the country’s No. 1 scourge. Some

have already been put in place, like

the Right to Information law. The courts

encourage public interest litigation,

and sector regulators, at least some-

times, act as a check on ministerial ar-

bitrariness. But also needed is a Cen-

tral Bureau of Investigation that is in-

dependent of the government of the

day, a properly led Central Vigilance

Commission, and Lok Ayuktas with

suo moto powers. The speed with

which the spectrum scam has snow-

balled should spur even those in of-

fice to see the merit of such safeguards;

they will prevent a whole government,

including honest men in it, from be-

ing engulfed by scandals.

Solutions exist

T
he story of financial engi-

neering, which created more

and more complex debt in-

struments in which tail risk

was ignored, is well known (see

Gillian Tett: Fools Gold; Raghuram Ra-

jan: Fault Lines). It was induced by the

low interest rates during the Great Mod-

eration, and exacerbated by the

Greenspan Put. Two lessons, however,

are important. First, (as argued in my last

column) it was the policy of the US gov-

ernment, ever since the Great Depres-

sion, to promote housing through the fi-

nancial system which led to the subprime

mortgage crisis. Second, it was the moral

hazard begun with the LTCM bailout, and

the subsequent bailouts of financial firms

which were not commercial banks and

whose bankruptcy did not threaten the

deposit base, which led to the mispric-

ing of risk: with financial intermediaries

coming to believe that if their increas-

ingly risky bets were successful, they

stood to make immense financial gains,

and if they turned sour, the authorities

would get taxpayers to bail them out.

These distortions in the US financial

system were then internationalised by

asset-backed securities which increas-

ingly came to be held by banks around

the world. Packaging a host of different

securities, including subprime mort-

gages, into increasingly opaque secu-

rities in the belief that this diversifica-

tion of the assets in each security bas-

ket would lower the risk of holding the

security, made these securities even more

insecure. It was like packaging different

types of meat into pies and selling them

around the world. When then it turned

out that there was an infected piece of

meat which had been baked into many

of the pies in the form of subprime mort-

gages which turned sour with the down-

turn in the US housing market, none

of the holders of the pies around the

world knew if their pies contained the

infected meat. All interbank lending

based on these opaque, asset-backed se-

curities ceased, and a global financial

crisis was triggered.

The immediate official response to

the crisis, in which the insurer AIG

was bailed out, which then led it to ful-

ly repay its counterparties like Goldman

Sachs, bailing them out in turn, only jus-

tified the beliefs of those who had un-

dertaken the imprudent lending that any

losses would be borne by taxpayers.

Moral hazard increased even further.

It was further accentuated with the clas-

sification of institutions as being “too

big to fail”, and has given an incentive

for the creation of even larger universal

banks “too big to fail”. With the authorities

egging on the conversion of previous in-

vestment banks into bank holding com-

panies, the US financial structure has

become even more oligopolistic.

Much worse, the recently passed Dodd

Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer

Protection Act now formalises the Fed-

eral Reserve’s role in being the supervi-

sor and lender of last resort of the whole

US banking system. There is some obei-

sance to separating the “gambling” in-

vestment from the “utility” commercial

banking part through the Volcker rule.

Though, as the Financial Times reports,

the Wall Street banks have already found

a loophole which allows them “to continue

to invest billions of dollars of their own

capital in spite of new rules aimed at stop-

ping them from taking risky bets” (No-

vember 11, p.16). As they are now uni-

versal banks, they can continue gambling,

knowing that they will be bailed out if their

losses threaten the deposit base.

A
s I and many others have argued,

as long as there is deposit insurance,

something like the Glass-Steagall Act

separating investment from commercial

banking needs to be instituted. There is,

however, the alternative view that the

Glass Steagall Act had already been erod-

ed, and its repeal was a sensible meas-

ure of deregulating the financial system.

Much of this argument is based on as-

sessing whether the Glass Steagall Act

was necessary or an immoderate response

to the Great Depression. Calomiris (US

Bank Deregulation in Historical Per-

spective, Cambridge, 2000), citing many

studies which have examined the claim

that there was a conflict of interest in

mixing commercial and investment bank-

ing, whereby “banks might coerce client

firms or cheat purchasers of securities”,

argues that this argument has now been

discredited. But he also notes that an-

other concern behind the Glass Steagall

Act “was largely that of economists who

correctly worried about the abuse of de-

posit insurance and the discount window

— the possibility of government sub-

sidisation of risk in new activities” (p.xiv).

This is the worry which has not gone,

particularly as he notes that deposit in-

surance is the only part of the 1933 Bank-

ing Act which now remains “and it is dif-

ficult to imagine circumstances that will

lead to its repeal” (p.xviii). This is the

nub, and it is difficult to see why he would,

therefore, oppose keeping investment

and commercial banks separate. It is de-

posit insurance alone that provides a rea-

son for public regulation of any aspect

of banking. If the Glass Steagall firewall

between commercial and investment bak-

ing is maintained, there is no reason why

the investment banks should not be set

completely free. They should be allowed

to follow whatever innovations and risk-

taking they choose in competitive mar-

kets, but must be made to bear the full

costs of any mistakes.

By contrast, under the Dodd Frank Act,

as Peter Wallison of the American En-

terprise Institute (Fiancial Services Out-

look July-August 2010) has argued, all “fi-

nancial firms will, under this new struc-

ture, inevitably be subordinated to the su-

pervisory judgments about what the firms

can safely be allowed to do... Where fi-

nancial firms once focused on beating

their competitors, they will now focus on

currying favour with their regulator, which

will have the power to control their every

move. What may ultimately emerge is a

partnership between the largest financial

firms and the Federal Reserve — a part-

nership in which the Fed protects them

from failure and excessive competition

and they, in turn, curb their competitive

instincts to carry out the government’s

policies and directions”. In short, it is like-

ly to substitute a sclerotic corporatist eco-

nomic model, replacing the highly com-

petitive and innovative model which,

despite its flaws, has brought untold pros-

perity around the world.

Well look at where have stories landed

you now. You follow me? What starts

with stories ends with spying, and that’s

a serious charge, boy, no charge more

serious. You’d have done better to keep

your feet on the ground but you had

your head in the air. You’d have done

better to stick to Facts, but you were

stuck with Stories… Stories are trouble.

An Ocean of Stories is an Ocean of

Trouble. Answer me this: What’s the use

of stories that aren’t even true?

—Salman Rushdie: HHaarroooonn  &&  tthhee  SSeeaa

ooff  SSttoorriieess

S
alman Rushdie is one of the great

story-tellers of our time as his

protagonist says in his latest

book, Luka and the Fire of Life (Cape,

Special Indian Price ̀ 499): “Man is a

story-telling Animal and that in his

stories are his identity, his meaning

and his life blood… Do rats tell tales?

Do porpoises have narrative pur-

poses?” Two decades ago, Rushdie

wrote Haroon & the Sea of Stories

to amuse his elder son; he has now

come with a sequel for the younger

son from the world of Magic, straight

from the head of the Shah of Blah, the

Ocean of Notions, Luka’s great story-

telling father, Rashid. Like Alice’s Ad-

venturers in Wonderland, Luka, at one

level, is a children’s classic that offers

the imaginative child an escape from

the humdrum of daily life and the hard

quotidian stuff of home. Yet, at an-

other, it is also a story that adults would

enjoy because the World of Magic is

also a world of allusions as it goes

against the River of Time towards the

Lake of Wisdom and Mountain of

Knowledge on board of the Flying Car-

pet of King Solomon as it navigates a

journey Back to the Future.

The story goes something like this.

On a starry night in the city of Kahani

in the land of Alifbay, the twelve-year-

old Luka’s story-telling father Rashid

falls mysteriously into a deep sleep

from which there appears no chance

of recovery. To save him from slipping

away forever, Luka has to go on a jour-

ney through the Magic World to steal

the Fire of Life.

As Luka races towards his goal,

against the ultimate enemy, Time it-

self, he collects a strange bunch of

companions: there are Memory Birds,

who swim across the River of Time;

there is a dog called Bear and a Bear

called Dog; there are flying dragons

and a coyote. Fortunately, Insultana’s

Flying Carpet is adjustable: it can

be fitted into a pocket or expanded to

accommodate all the creatures. But

no journey is without its share of prob-

lems; there are the detractors who

want to scuttle the search for the Fire

of Life. Also, not all the animals can

be easily brought on board the flying

carpet, especially the “mighty Slippy,

that gigantic, white, eight-legged steed

with two legs at each corner”. 

But Luka is blessed with incredi-

ble good luck. Not only does the rag-

tag bunch stick together through thick

and thin but Luka’s magic wand comes

in handy when he is attacked by fire-

breathing monsters who are out to de-

rail his quest for the Fire. The main

enemy is not earthly powers but Time

itself; or the know-all Three Jos: Jo-

Hua (whatever has happened or the

Past), Jo-Hai (whatever is given or the

Present) and Jo-Aiga (what is to come

or the Future). Time itself has to be

defeated, which for his father is run-

ning out, and to do this, all things foul

and fair are justified. So, there is a

great deal of sheer fun and games on

the way:

“The whole World of Magic was on

Red Alert. Jackal-headed Egyptian

deities, fierce scorpion and Jaguar

men, giant one-eyed, man-eating Cy-

clopes, the flute-playing centaurs,

whose pipes could entice strangers

into cracks in the rocks where they

would be imprisoned for all time, As-

syrian treasure-nymphs made of gold

and jewels, whose precious bodies

could tempt thieves into their poisoned

nets… Valkyries on cloud-horses in

the sky… huge rocs larger than the

one that bore Sinbad the Sailor to

its nest… mermaids, krakens,

zaratans…”

Rushdie’s imagination runs riot,

drawing on his reading of the vast cor-

pus of classical and contemporary lit-

erature but a great deal more on mag-

ic realism, a debt he has acknowl-

edged elsewhere. Here fantasy and

reality are entwined in a dreamlike

verbal tapestry in which the fantastic

is treated as matter-of-fact and real-

ity as a mesmeric invention. It is

this method which gives Luka and his

other stories a unique character that

makes them different from the fairy-

tale stuff of others.

But there is a problem and it is this.

Luka isn’t a simple, straightforward

story for kids because there are far

too many references to mythology,

both theirs and ours. How many would

know them? Many readers won’t be

familiar with them. But for those who

know (and these aren’t western read-

ers), it is great fun. That Salman

Rushdie hasn’t lost his roots might

well be his greatest strength.

I
t is normal for two students

in the same course to be

friends and rivals. They are

in competition for grades and

later, they will angle for the same

jobs. But it’s in their interests to

share notes and cover for each

other when bunking, etc. 

They are “frenemies”. Frenemy

is a portmanteau of “friend” and

“enemy”. The word is used to de-

scribe relationships between enti-

ties that act in tandem when their

interests coincide while compet-

ing against each other at other

times. Many business situations

create frenemies and so do geopo-

litical equations. The word was

coined to describe interactions be-

tween the western allies and the

USSR in the WW-II period. 

Frenemies indulge in “coepi-

tition”, a portmanteau combining

“cooperation” and “competition”.

Every industry association ex-

emplifies coepitition — business

rivals join hands to lobby. Anoth-

er common example of coepitition

is setting industry technical stan-

dards, units of measurement, etc. 

Politics is an industry, or if you

prefer, a meta-industry, which

generates extremely complex co-

epitition. Political parties have in-

terests; every individual politi-

cian has interests. Those inter-

ests collide and coincide with the

interests of other politicians and

they may cut across party lines. 

Coepitition is especially

marked in coalitions. Coalitions

occur after cut-throat but in-

conclusive electoral competition.

Then hard-nosed bargaining be-

comes inevitable. Politicians are,

therefore, inured to cursing each

other in public and settling down

behind closed doors to talk.

It helps if ideological biases can

be shelved in favour of practical di-

alogue. Successful politicians are

very good at that. Keeping com-

munications open with the frene-

my is integral to coalitions. One of

the most convenient ways to do

that is to use trusted mediapersons

as go-betweens. 

India is the most evolved coali-

tion marketplace in the world. It

has seen nothing but coalitions

at the Centre since 1989, and mul-

tiple coalitions in various states as

well. Each coalition involved mul-

tiple bargains forged by a common

focus on return on investment (RoI).

During this process, the polit-

ical industry developed a very com-

plex relationship with the media.

It is in the interests of every politi-

cian to get on with the media. It

is also in the interests of every politi-

cian to deny the media damag-

ing information.

This sets up frenemy relation-

ships, between politicians and me-

diapersons, and between parties

and media organisations. Those

frenemy linkages are often invoked

when inter-party and even intra-

party dialogue is required. Again,

the only common factor governing

those relationships is RoI (the re-

turn is not necessarily monetary). 

Luckily, the media is com-

fortable with coepitition. By def-

inition, the media is everyone’s

frenemy. It’s the media’s job to

dish dirt. Every consumer wants

to know the dirt about every oth-

er entity, and to keep its own dirt

out of the public domain. This

is true of the media as well. It

is the largest industrial consumer

of dirt and would much rather

maintain its collective credibili-

ty by not having its own chud-

dis washed in public.

This week, a couple of media

organisations broke ranks to pub-

lish some tapes and transcripts that

throw a fascinating spotlight on the

neta-patrakar nexus. Assuming

the tapes are genuine, those con-

versations between various frene-

mies of the Indian state had a bear-

ing on your future electricity and

telephone bills, which is where the

neta-patrakar nexus affects you. 

The frenemy relationship be-

tween the media and politicians

has evolved in an organic response

to the market opportunities creat-

ed by crony capitalism and coali-

tions. It can neither be regulated

out of existence, nor can it be

wished away. Anybody who can

model the dynamics is likely to

be a candidate for the Nobel. 

In a narrower context, the me-

dia has to find ways to cope with

the shifting dynamics. The media’s

USP is credibility. It risks losing

that credibility when it indulges in

excessive coepitition with its fren-

emies, but a certain amount of co-

epitition is inevitable. Where do

you draw a line in the sand?
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O
n the face of it, Delhi has

never felt or looked better

— unless you go back to

the days when it was a differ-

ent kind of city. Of dry hot sum-

mers and cold clear winters, ac-

quiescing to the label of “ad-

ministrative village” unkindly

stuck upon it, sporting a single,

really big hotel and boasting one

major classical music festival.

The Commonwealth Games

have spruced it up the way Asi-

ad did in its own way over a

quarter century ago. Then it got

its first set of flyovers which en-

abled longer commutes to work

— a process that has gone to in-

sane lengths today of travelling

one way 30 km or more. 

Major roads have been fresh-

ly resurfaced, lines on them neat-

ly drawn. The roadsides are sport-

ing neat signs telling you where the

“pedestrian crossing” is, where it

is “no stopping no parking”, and

the ultimate exhortation, “give way”.

Not very many must know what it

means and should the import be

absorbed, it will lead to a funda-

mental change of character in a

city where you are a wimp if you

cannot shove and push your way

forward, on two legs or four wheels.

Spaces at roadsides and un-

der flyovers have grown new

greenery and the most striking

is NDMC’s Delhi, which, look-

ing neat in the worst of times, is

now looking picture perfect.

The other big change is in

transportation, the transforma-

tion in the bus fleet. Gone are the

filthy, horrendous apparitions

in blue, replaced by various mod-

ern, low-floor vehicles, the queen

among them the red ones offer-

ing the most comfortable rides

and wider views than the eyes can

take through entire glass sides.

I was so impressed on my first

sighting of them, while out walk-

ing early on a Sunday morning,

on reaching the Outer Ring Road

next to Vasant Vihar, that I

crossed over, took a ride to Nehru

Place, crossed over again and

rode back, all under one hour. It

didn’t come cheap at ̀ 20 per ride

but this is precisely what you need

to tempt people away from trav-

elling in cramped cars with re-

stricted views through what, in

comparison, are mini-windows.

But it was during this first dar-

shan of mine of the new Delhi that

I found another India too. At the

Nehru Place roadside, I sought

out one of those tea stalls that are

hardly clean but serve some of the

best tea to go with the early morn-

ing chill, rich in cream and

flavoured with adrak at ̀ 5 or less.

Next to the tea stall, a man, who

was barely more than a vagrant,

was dusting and seeking to fold

the torn blanket with which he

had covered himself on the pave-

ment during the night. But he

couldn’t, as he indulgently tried

to halfheartedly shake off two

roadside puppies who had tak-

en it upon themselves to play with

his blanket and tear it even more.

There is no level at which man

and dog are not friends, I thought.

Back at Vasant Vihar, I went

looking for the morning papers, all

of them, as scribes do, in one of the

poshest of posh colonies’ markets.

But none was to be had. There was

no newspaper stall, I was told by

the owner of a book and gift shop.

When I observed that reading and

wealth hardly went together, he

vigorously nodded, bearing out

what his little shop indicated, that

business was none too good. Try

sector one market in R K Puram,

the shop owner said and I set out

in an auto rickshaw in search of

my daily newspaper fix. R K Pu-

ram, where middle to lower mid-

dle level government employees

live, eventually obliged and I re-

turned to where I was staying af-

ter spending ̀ 30 to buy all the Eng-

lish language newspapers and ̀ 60

for the auto ride.

Then as I kept

looking for Delhi, old

and new, I found bits

of both, sometimes

rolled into one. New

little gardens have

been created around

roads, fenced by

light wire nets sup-

ported by short

poles, allowing you

a good view of the

plants. And there

they were, the fences

at places falling down and the new-

ly planted plants wilting, for want

of watering. In fairly quick time,

a lot of these garden patches will

be gone, overtaken by good old-

fashioned dirt.

On my second morning, I again

set out to locate a newspaper stall,

this time at a market in the Shan-

ti Niketan neighbourhood, with the

same result. Helpful people guid-

ed me down roads behind the mar-

ket, past signs reading Nanak Pu-

ra, on a down market journey

through roads that quickly got dirty

without a trace of any Common-

wealth Games facelift. In a crum-

bling, refuse-strewn market I found

the newspaper stall, with all the pa-

pers, including the business ones.

I again met change and conti-

nuity side by side when I arrived

famished early for an appointment

in Jor Bagh. So, I sought out Pig-

po (there can be only one of its kind

anywhere), acquired 90 grams of

ham in two slices

which tasted divine

and I wolfed down at

a speed becoming

someone half my age.

Then, to beat the chill

of the drizzle, I looked

for the halwai shop

which had been there

at the market corner,

for a glass of tea. But

the halwai shop was

gone, having given

way to another that

generated more rev-

enue per square foot of shop floor.

Delhi, in a small way, in bits

and pieces, had become a more

pleasing city. How I wish it will

remain so and make life better

for even those whom change

has not yet touched.
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May Delhi keep shining
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